Human cortical bone: the SiNuPrOs model.
Many models that have been developed for cortical bone oversimplify much of the architectural and physical complexity. With SiNuPrOs model, a more complete approach is investigated: it is multiscale because it contains five structural levels and multi physic because it takes into account simultaneously structure (with various properties: elasticity, piezoelectricity, porous medium), fluid and mineralization process modelization. The multiscale aspect is modeled by using 18 structural parameters in a specific application of the mathematical theory of homogenization and 10 other physical parameters are necessary for the multi physic aspect. The modelization of collagen as a piezoelectric medium has needed the development of a new behaviour law allowing a better simulation of the effect of a medium considered as evolving during a mineralization process. Then the main interest of SiNuPrOs deals with the possibility to study, at each level of the cortical architecture, either the elastic properties or the fluid motion or the piezoelectric effects or both of them. All these possibilities constitute a very large work and all this mass of information (fluid aspects, even at the nanoscopic scale, piezoelectric phenomena and simulations) will be presented in several papers. This first one is only devoted to the presentation of this model with an application to the computation of elastic properties at the macroscopic scale. The computational methods have been packed into software also called SiNuPrOs and allowing a large number of predictive simulations corresponding to various different configurations.